AQUATIC WEED ERADICATOR

The Aquatic Weed Eradicator (AWE), exclusive to Seymour Midwest, is the most effective bottom-cutting weed removal tool available on the market. No need for dangerous and expensive chemicals; this tool removes weeds at their source. With a reinforced 28” serrated cutting blade, you don’t have to worry about the blades bending under a heavy load of weeds.

Simply skew across the water and let it sink.

Retrieve in a short, push-pull action.

Drop the weeds off.

FEATURES

- A “bottom-cutting” environmentally safe tool that can cut without killing; it’s like an underwater lawn mower
- After cutting, the AWE can function as a gathering tool
- 28” double-edged, braced and serrated steel cutting blade encased in an aluminum frame
- 11’ two-piece rust-proof powder-coated aluminum handle, with additional extension handles available (#87003)
- Push pin splice for easy assembly / disassembly
- Trilingual POP packaging that clearly communicates the use of this special tool

Simply an AWEsome tool!
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"DUAL PURPOSE" LAKE RAKE

This 36" wide aluminum rake comes with an 11', two-piece rust proof powder-coated aluminum handle with push pin splice for easy assembly and disassembly, detachable polyethylene float, and a 50' length of rope. Use it to skim floating aquatic vegetation and algae from the water. By shortening the handle and removing the float, you have a professional-grade landscaping rake, excellent for dressing beach sand.

Throw and retrieve using the attached rope, or can be used with its two-piece 11' handle.

Great for cleanup after using the AWE

SCREENING RAKE

An excellent tool when you need to sift or screen stones and debris from the beach. Its 66" powder-coated aluminum handle with 6" non-slip vinyl grip and strong wrap-around bracing provide for maximum durability and comfort.

Five different head widths available:

- 24" 11024
- 30" 11030
- 36" 11036
- 42" 11042
- 48" 11048

SUPER FORK

An excellent clean-up companion tool for the AWE and Lake Rake. The specially engineered polycarbonate head is virtually indestructible.

Choose your favorite handle style:
- 52" blue powder-coated aluminum handle (44118)
- 52" red vinyl-coated steel handle (44115)
- 52" hardwood handle (44111)
- D-grip hardwood handle (44112)

Toolite® U.S. Patent 5,601,325

Designed for sifting and removing debris from sand and all types of soil.

The 49510 is a one-piece injection molded polypropylene that is heavy-duty and lightweight. It has a 14" x 17" scoop style head with a 27" D-grip handle.

The 49512 has a lightweight aluminum 13-1/4" x 17-1/2" head with a 48" wood handle. Holes are 3/8" diameter.

Sift & clean up beach areas and lake bottoms of swimming areas. Also good for sifting compost.
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